
Having the right climate 
in a swimming pool area 

is essential to customer enjoyment

Recotherm
INNOVATIVE VENTILATION TECHNOLOGY

and it needn’t cost the earth



Innovative ventilation technology
Saving money through efficient technology

If people aren’t comfortable in their swimming pool
environment it can limit their enjoyment substantially.
Chemical odours, stuffiness and condensation can

ruin a beautifully designed pool by making it an
unpleasant place to be. 

Fresh air ventilation has always provided the best
atmosphere in the pool hall but is usually perceived as

being more expensive to operate, this is no longer
true, with the advent of modern controls and heat

reclamation new units are more economical than the
standard refrigerant based dehumidifiers.

A typical refrigerate dehumidifier removing 14 kg/hr of
moisture will cost 69p whilst the equivalent aeris fresh
air ventilation unit will cost 42p to remove the same

amount of moisture (see comparison).

That’s just 3 p/kg compared to 4.9 p/kg 
for the refrigerant based system. 

Thus clients get the better atmosphere 
whilst saving energy and money.



Our engineering pedigree

Recotherm is an established company that has 
built high quality climate control systems for 
indoor swimming pools since 1985. 

Recotherm developed a unique concept which was an industry
milestone when launched in 1991. 
Our experience with heat pumps had showed us that 
they did not perform well and were expensive to run, 
so we set about a redesign that utilised 
the properties of fresh air. 
This concept breakthrough set the tone 
for Recotherm products for the next 25 years. 

Our mission is to make the best product,
for the best price, ensuring efficiency and 
running costs were at the forefront of our thinking. 
Our products utilized new controller and fan technology to enable
them to run at optimum efficiency for 
better control and optimum cost saving.

Scrolless fans that give greater efficiency
controlled by Real speed controllers

Fully modulating heating valves and the
dampers to ensure that the precise amount of

energy is used to maintain the pool hall
conditions

Fully functioning BEMS
(Building Energy
Management System)
means that it is always
operating at its peak
performance

High efficiency filters to remove particulates

Fresh air intake for dehumidification
rather than refrigerant gives fresher
feel to the environment

designing the best product for the best price



Suitability and cost saving benefits

Recotherm climate control units are ideal for swimming pools in
hotels, schools, private homes and smaller leisure centres. The
Recotherm Aeris 50,100,150 and 200 ventilation systems combine
outstanding efficiency with significant energy conservation.

Considering that pool hall climate control could be in excess of 50%
of the running cost of a pool, we have always tried to design
products that run at maximum efficiency when operating. We feel that
this is a vital criteria in any pool installation because it saves the
owner money and makes their pool a great place to be.

Recotherm offer a real alternative to conventional refrigerant-based
pool ventilation. 

Recotherm Aeris technology uses fresh air to maintain a humidity
level, which avoids condensation whilst ensuring maximum user
comfort and minimum energy consumption.

from domestic pools to larger leisure centres



Recotherm product range

• Built specifically for the 
swimming pool environment.

• Fresh air intake for better 
climate control

• Lower running cost

• Reliable, easy to maintain 
and service

• No harmful refrigerants

• Easy to install 
the systems need only to be 
connected to an LPHW heating 
circuit, low amperage electrical 
supply, return and supply ductwork 
and condensate drain

. Available with heat pump 
compatible heat exchangers 

• Internal or external location

• Available in flat pack for 
on-site assembly

Intermediate 

A wide range of options for different uses



Aeris 
variable flow units in a variety of sizes and formats

Aeris
The Aeris range are a variable flow design that benefits from

the very latest energy capture, monitoring and fan design
technologies. They are some 10 years ahead of some designs
on the market (eg: variable speed fans have been available on
Recotherm units for 20 years and have been part of building
regulations for the last 9 years and yet some manufacturers

haven’t evolved, they still use belt driven single speed motors) 

Recotherm high-efficiency plate exchangers recover the heat
in the exhaust air and transfer it to the supply air. 

The use of EC blue fans to control the amount of air being
circulated means electrical energy savings of up to 80%

Completely adaptable to individual plant room configurations,
each unit comes with alternative duct connections and is

available in three formats 

Vertical, Horizontal and DR

Horizontal 

Vertical, 



Aeris D
This is a remove and replace unit specifically designed to be a

direct replacement for Calorex delta or Heatstar product. 
It has the same connections and is an easy-fit solution for
those who wish to upgrade, with the minimum amount of

disruption in the plant room.

Aeris +
Super high efficiency unit

Aeris + 
Super high efficiency
A great new design that
promises maximum
efficiency using a new
concept to the UK
domestic market.

We have designed a system using a double pass
recuperator, that provides both cross flow and counter flow
heat exchange. In the tradition of our pioneer engineering
pedigree we have developed this unit to extract even more
performance than usual.

It uses proven technology coupled with state of the art
controls to get an almost perfect 96% efficiency.

If you want the very best that is on the market, this is it.

Exchange your Heatstar or Calorex delta unit for
our Aeris D model in an instant 

NEW

Aeris D
Calorex/Heatstar replacement unit



Features

BETTER AIR QUALITY
A better air quality is achieved because Recotherm use fresh air to control

the humidity; this means an enhanced sense of freshness 
and reduced chemical odours. 

Recotherm units introduce the exact amount of fresh air required 
to maintain the pool hall conditions. 

REAL SPEED CONTROL (RSC)
Some units on the marketplace are fitted with so called "intelligent auto fan"

which is controlled by a step controller, therefore you get stepped speed
increments. It’s a bit like the blower in your car heater being in steps, as

opposed to a true climate control system, which is seamless.

This is not "real speed control" (RSC), with
Recotherm RSC the fan will accelerate

from rest to full speed gradually, any speed
is achievable, there are no steps. 

This means that the maximum efficiency
and saving can be achieved because the

fan is running at the specific speed required
not the nearest step controlled speed.

INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Recotherm units are fitted with a fully functioning BEMS (Building Energy

Management System) means that it is always operating at its peak
performance, sensors on the return air, control the speed of the fans/the fully

modulating heating valves and the dampers to ensure that the precise
amount of energy is use to maintain the pool hall conditions. 

Recotherm do not use on-off heating valves or light/high usage modes like
some units on the market. Recotherm units operate seamlessly as the load
varies meaning that they are always working at the optimal efficiency, not

jumping between light and high usage
modes. This capability is vital if you are to
benefit from the energy saving potential

of fresh air ventilation. 

This is a distinct point of difference
between Recotherm and many other

products on the market which are built to
a price and compromise control

capability which limits running cost
savings when installed.

LOWER COSTS WHEN USING A POOL COVER
Pool cover set back with humidity compensation.

Recotherm systems also incorporate a pool cover setback facility as
standard. When the pool cover is on, Recotherm units allow the temperature

to drop to a pre-determined level whilst continuing to monitor internal
conditions. Other units on the market

have this facility for temperature
control but only the Recotherm units
alter the humidity set point in-line with
the reduced temperature to allow the

unit to work more efficiently. 

During this period, power consumption is reduced, cutting running costs to
an absolute minimum – an increased energy conservation measure that is
particularly useful for domestic pool owners, where the pool is probably

uncovered for only a few hours a week.

TOUCH SCREEN INTERFACE 
A touch screen display gives the
end user an easy to use interface 
to control the functions of the unit,

visible fault warning 
and operational mode indications,

together with 
air temperature and humidity display

and adjustment. 

REMOTE OPTION
If required the control panel can be fitted remotely 
for ease of use away from the actual pool room. 

MOBILE PHONE OPTION 
In today's high-tech world people also
expect to be able to control everything

from their mobile phone and
Recotherm also offer this on our state

of the art control system.

SCENT SOLUTION
Want that spa experience each time
you enter your pool? Recotherm are

pleased to offer cold air diffusion
technology to discretely scent the pool
atmosphere as an optional extra on the

Aeris range of units. This is a fully
automatic scent diffusion solution that uses cold air diffusion to ensure that
the quality of each fragrance is maintained throughout the entire diffusion

process. Rather than using heat or
evaporation to diffuse the scent. 

Hundreds of different scents are
available and each can be set up
to operate continually or for just a

few hours a day by utilising the
build in scent time clock.

Engineered for ease of use, reliability and quality

Recotherm
INNOVATIVE VENTILATION TECHNOLOGY
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Technical

MODEL Aeris range 25 50 100 150 200

Nominal air volume m3/s 0.25 0.5 1 1.5 2

Maximum 1) kg/h 14 27 54 81 108

Dehumidification 2) kg/h 5 10 20 30 40

effect kg/hr 3) kg/h 12 24 47 71 94

Supply fan motor kW 0.25 1.25 1.25 1.85 2.4

Sound power level dBA 75 73 78 83 83

External resistance Pa 60 100 100 100 100

Specific fan power w/l/s 0.8 0.9 0.85 0.83 0.68

Maximum external resistance Pa 200 300 300 300 300

Return fan motor kW 0.25 1.25 1.25 1.85 2.4

Sound power level dBA 71 65 71 76 76

External resistance Pa 60 100 100 100 100

Specific fan power w/l/s 0.62 0.6 0.6 0.68 0.54

Maximum external resistance Pa 200 300 300 300 300

Recuperator nominal Eff% 70 70 73.4 73.5 70.4

LT.LPHW Coil duty kW 7.7 15 31 46 62

LT.LPHW flow rate l/s 0.09 0.19 0.374 0.561 0.747

LT.LPHW pressure drop kPa 5 12 15 20 17

Max fabric loss capacity kW 3.1 11 21.5 30.8 42.5

Power consumption kW 0.5 0.74 1.6 2.3 2.5

Nominal power consumption kW 0.18 0.23 0.38 0.54 0.63

Full load current (single phase) Amps 1.6 3.6 7.5 N/A N/A

Full load current (three phase) Amps N/A N/A N/A 3.75 3.7

1) Winter fresh air at 0 °C 100% RH Pool hall condition 30 °C 60% RH
2) Summer fresh air at 28 °C 47% RH Pool hall condition 30 °C 60% RH
3) Average fresh air at 8 °C 80% RH Pool hall condition 30 °C 60% RH

Recotherm
INNOVATIVE VENTILATION TECHNOLOGY



Special units 

BESPOKE UNITS
In addition to the standard range of units, Recotherm
offer a bespoke design service. We can design a unit

specifically to meet the requirement of the site. 
This may just mean moving components around to suit
a particular plant room or adding additional capabilities.

For example ‘a basement pool with a moveable floor
designed to host parties of 50 guests’. 

For such an application Recotherm built a unit with a dx
cooling coil connected to an outside condensing unit.

Integral to this design was the capability to provide
cooling when operating on full fresh air, because 

50 people in such a closed atmosphere will 
require fresh air as well as cooling. 

Recotherm are able to do this because their design
heritage allows them to provide specific solutions 

to a specific brief. 

Always here to help you achieve the desired result



After sales

GUARANTEE, MODIFICATIONS, 
AFTERSALES AND SERVICING

Recotherm units come with a full on-site warranty supported by the
factory. If you have a problem or for some reason you would like to

modify the way the unit operates you can talk direct with the designers
who will try to accommodate your requirement or explain the reason

why it isn't a good idea.

Recotherm believe that the after sales support is a vital part of any sale
and we pride ourselves on providing the best after sales service

possible, using our own specifically trained engineers.

We offer a full service capability from annual maintenance for domestic
customers to more frequent schedules for users such as leisure

centres and hotels. 

We also offer customers the opportunity to fix their costs for three
years in advance to help plan budgets. 

Ask for details of our 3 year fixed price deal. 

It is estimated by the Carbon Trust that bills can increase by up to 60%
if plant is not maintained correctly, so taking out a Recotherm

maintenance option is well worthwhile 

Recotherm
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Recotherm



Unit A Astwood bank Business Park
Astwood Lane
Astwood Bank

Redditch
Worcestershire B96 6HH

Tel +44 (0) 1527 894533
Fax +44 (0) 1527 893212

www.recotherm.co.uk
email: sales@recotherm.co.uk

Recotherm
INNOVATIVE VENTILATION TECHNOLOGY

WHY IS RECOTHERM BEST SUITED FOR YOUR
INSTALLATIONS?

No other system offers such an outstanding combination of
efficiency, technical ingenuity, advanced electronics and 

energy conservation. This makes them easy to use and gives
great overall value to the end user.

Recotherm aim to partner the installer to 
enable them to achieve a great result, 

whether it be standard units, bespoke units or replacement
units - backing you up with excellent aftersales expertise.

We are renown for our technology and service. 


